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There’s never been a year like it:
YK Centre adapts to COVID-19
It’s spring and year two of the
COVID-19 pandemic. It’s been
a time of the most rapid and
widespread change in my life, and
I believe that’s true for a lot of us.
It’s been a year of emotional
ups and downs. First, we were
locked down, unable to leave
home except for necessities
and emergencies. Downtown
retail and hospitality businesses
became quiet. Some businesses
closed for months, while others
pivoted to online ordering and
pick up. I helped a few businesses
with federal and territorial relief
funding applications. I am relieved
that so many of the long-time
businesses have survived even
with diminished capacity. When
government staff returned to
work, some life returned to
downtown.
There were innovations to assist
the vulnerable population of
people who are homeless and
struggling with addictions.
Emergency housing at the Aspen
apartments let people isolate

while waiting for COVID test
results.
A managed alcohol program
helped people who are alcoholdependent from going into
the harmful effects of sudden
withdrawal. A second day shelter
opened in the old Mine Training
building to take the overflow of
clients created by the need for
physical distancing in the original
shelter.
Seniors fared well physically but
many were lonely, unable to have
in-person visits or afraid to go
out. It’s hard to be separated from
parents and family in the south
for so long. Seniors rejoiced when
the Baker Centre reopened. When
schools closed, some parents
scrambled to find childcare so
they could continue working.
Meanwhile, students and teachers
adapted to part-time online and
part-time in person education.
These are just a few examples
of how COVID-19 changed life in
Yellowknife Centre, the rest of the
NWT and indeed, the rest of the
world.
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Contact Me with Your
Ideas and Concerns
We’ve all had to learn new ways
to stay in touch with family and
friends since the pandemic began.
Monthly, electronic newsletters
replaced the printed ones I
published three times a year. Not
everyone wants or can access an
electronic newsletter so this paper
“annual report” is delivered to
your door, an overview of issues
and events from the previous year.
Thanks to the Odd Job Squad for
help with deliveries. If you would
like to hear from me more often,
sign up for the monthly electronic
newsletter on my website,
www.yellowknifecentre.ca
Enjoy the summer days soon
coming our way.

On September 1st, Commissioner Margaret
Thom swore me in as a member of
Cabinet. A few days later, Premier
Caroline Cochrane honoured my request
to become Minister of Health and
Social Services. She also added Minister
responsible for Seniors and Persons with
Disabilities.
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COVID-19 highlights
inequality in NWT
The COVID-19 pandemic has
created a seesaw in benefits
and exemptions for vulnerable
residents, highlighting inequalities
that have long existed in the NWT.
Early in the pandemic, GNWT
put special exemptions and
allowances in place for lowincome residents. The measures
included exemption on some
unearned income for income
assistance recipients, a childcare
subsidy, more funds for
emergency housing, a wage top
up program to $18 per hour and
fee holidays. GNWT rescinded
most of those interim aids at the
end of the year.
When I was a member of the
Standing Committee on Social
Development, we analyzed the
impact of the improved benefits

and tabled a report on the longterm post-pandemic recovery.
Members recommended making
some of the interim benefits
permanent. Since then, the GNWT
has announced the minimum
wage will increase by $2 to $15.46
an hour on September 1, when the
wage top up ends. The federal
government has put major new
childcare dollars on the table for
provinces and territories to use
together to improve accessibility
and affordability. The federal
government just announced new
housing funding of $25 million to
ease the territory-wide waiting list.
One of the biggest lessons
from COVID-19 is that we must
re-examine old ways of doing
business to be more nimble,
flexible and cooperative than
before.

The Fort Good Hope nine-unit Seniors’ Centre opened on February 16th. Elder Gabe
Kochon did the ribbon cutting honours with me and Sahtu MLA and Housing Minister
Paulie Chinna alongside. This centre provides for independent living with home care
supports.

Planning for
Pandemic
Recovery
I was a member of the Standing
Committee on Government
Operations (SCGO) that
developed recommendations
on the NWT’s long-term,
post-pandemic recovery. The
Committee said government
could learn many lessons to
improve the GNWT’s response
to future pandemics and made
recommendations on legal
authority within a pandemic;
public communications;
enforcement; digital
communications; and human
resource practices.
Committee determined that there
was a “legislative void” because
the Premier does not have specific
legal authority to coordinate and
manage an overall response to a
pandemic. SCOGO recommended
a review of laws to give the
Premier control whenever a
territorial public health emergency
and state of emergency are
declared.
SCOGO stressed that
centralized, clear and consistent
communications to the public
are essential, and called for
regularly scheduled updates
where government speaks with
one voice. On enforcement, the
Committee stressed the public
desire to see that health orders
are obeyed and supported the
creation of an enforcement task
force to monitor compliance.
Finally, the Committee highlighted
the importance of using digital
media for mass communications,
and recommended the need for a
working at home policy for GNWT
employees.

Reconstruction is proceeding on the school formerly known as École JH Sissons. Since
its completion in 1975, the school has had no major renovations and was in need of
replacement. The structural steel is going up and the building envelope is expected to
be completed by the end of summer. The projected completion date for the $21 million
school is August 2022. There will be a renaming of the school and I’ll keep people posted
on opportunities to suggest a new school name.
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The government replied to
the report, saying it accepted
the main recommendations.
Work is now underway to carry
them out. I’ll keep you posted
on developments through my
monthly electronic newsletter.

Constituency Briefs
Permanent day shelter
coming
The 2021-2022 capital budget
contained money for a new
permanent day shelter and
sobering centre downtown. This
is a cost-shared project with
the federal government. The
shelter is described as a wellness
and recovery centre, which
captures my hopes for what it will
accomplish. The list of services
in the new building hasn’t been
finalized. The daytime services
will accommodate 50 people
while the nighttime services will
accommodate another 30.
Project planners will engage
facility users, staff, Indigenous
Groups, the NTHSSA, the City
of Yellowknife, NWT Housing
Corporation, NGOs, friends and
neighbors of the project, and
other interested parties as the
project goes ahead.
Initial engagement sessions with
the shelter users took place
in March 2021 and provided
important input into program
development. The feedback
received to date has been
supportive and has reiterated the
importance of locating the shelter
downtown. Engagement sessions
with shelter staff and NGO’s are
planned next along with other
stakeholders with details to be
finalized soon.

And in other downtown
news…

pile near the new hospital’s
Emergency entrance. I questioned
the Education, Culture and
The physical distancing
Employment minister on this,
requirements to increase safety
and was told a new Culture and
from a COVID-19 infection reduced Heritage Strategic Framework will
capacity in the day shelter
include measures to safeguard
and sobering centre located in
heritage, including artwork in
the former Canarctic Graphics
government buildings. I’ll follow
building on 50 Street. After an
through on that promise.
exhaustive search and a MACA
declaration of a local state of
How to make budgeting a
emergency, a second day shelter
co-operative process
opened at the former Side Door
drop-in centre in November with
The effort to create an operations
capacity for 20 people. Staff from
and maintenance budget for the
the Department of Health and
GNWT is a year-long undertaking.
Social Services have been offering
This year negotiations on the
services through the winter.
$2.1 billion budget ended more
The future of this shelter is now
amicably than any other year
under discussion. Meanwhile, the
since I’ve been in the Legislative
temporary overnight shelter at the
Assembly, with everyone voting in
Tree of Peace Friendship centre
favour of it. Other years there has
closed in March. Clients returned
been opposition right to the end,
to the Salvation Army building
and the previous government had
which had been closed because of
to “make three friends” among the
a flood.
regular MLAs to pass the budget.

Preserving Public Artworks
The shabby treatment of a giant
Walt Humphries mural located at
the former Stanton Hospital site
underlined the issue of protecting
artworks when buildings and
sites are remodelled or replaced.
The mural stood on the edge
of the hospital parking lot until
new hospital construction began.
It was taken away only to be
found lying face up on a gravel

What was different? The Minister
of Finance made friends with most
regular members. They suggested
where cuts could be made
(departmental discretionary travel
budgets) and where they would
like that $4 million to be spent
(a lot of the money went to the
Department of Health and Social
Services). The result is not only a
pleasant and productive end to
the budget negotiation process
but also some good additions to
the budget, most of which will be
realized later this year.

Yellowknife Centre resident Germaine
Arnaktauyok is one of only eight recipients
of the 2021 Governor General’s Award
in Visual and Media Arts award that
celebrates the exceptional careers of
Canadian artists. The Governor General’s
award citation says, in part, “Germaine
Arnaktauyok’s contribution to Canadian
art is significant. She has been a serious
artist for over 60 years and has continued
to explore and develop artistically and
professionally. She has charted her own
course and created her own unique visual
language, and her lifelong interest in her
own unique Inuit culture has been an
inspiration to many younger artists.”
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It’s safer to get the vaccine
than the disease!
Yellowknifers have responded to
the call to get vaccinated against
COVID-19.
As of April 19, 68 per cent of
residents had received their first
shot and 52 per cent had their
second. Vaccine uptake is highest
among those who are oldest,
and almost twice as high among
women than men. Territorial and
regional-level vaccine statistics are
available on a public dashboard
on the GNWT’s COVID-19 page.
I hope to see these numbers
increase as students return north
for the summer. As a reminder,
post-secondary students must
submit a Resident Self-Isolation
Plan prior to their return and
self-isolate when they arrive. In
their isolation plan, students can
request accommodation in an
isolation centre. Isolation centres
are available free-of-charge to
all returning students and their
dependents. Adult NWT students
are eligible for the COVID-19
vaccine during their self-isolation
is complete.

effort and ask your friends and
family to get vaccinated as well.
This is truly the case of “stronger
together.”
One of the benefits of getting
vaccinated is reduced selfisolation time. The Chief Public
Health Officer announced last
month that fully vaccinated
residents can isolate for 8 days
and then have a test on the eighth
day to ensure they aren’t infected
with COVID.
The CPHO has been reviewing
and revising the Emerging Wisely
plan. Dr. Kami Kandola has said
that as vaccination rates go up,
restrictions on gathering sizes
outside and inside will go down.
Border restrictions are likely
to stay in place until the case
numbers in the south go down.
The revised Emerging Wisely plan
is scheduled to be released in May.

Work is
underway on
the new Seniors’
Strategy
As the Minister Responsible for
Seniors, I’m following up from my
work as a Regular MLA to work
with the Department of Health
and Social Services on a Seniors’
Strategy, to be completed during
this Assembly. This strategy
responds to a key mandate
priority to enable seniors to age in
place with dignity.
How to improve aging in place
supports will be a major element
of the strategy, along with
coordination of the delivery of
programs and services for seniors.
Work with partners, including
other government departments
and the NWT Seniors Society, is
just the beginning. A preliminary
task is to identify gaps in service,
some of which are already wellknown, such as the need for more
affordable housing for seniors and
expanded homecare.
In the meantime, departments and
agencies across government offer
a variety of programs and services
for seniors, from property tax and
home heating rebate programs, to
homecare and medical programs.

The main vaccine clinic in
Yellowknife is open. Residents
can book online or walk into the
Centre Square Mall clinic between
11 am and 3 pm daily. (NOTE the
clinic is closed all day Tuesday and
Sunday). There are also pop up
clinics in high traffic areas such as
stores. If you don’t already have
your vaccine, please make the

The Seniors Information
Handbook remains the best guide
to programs. An updated version
is due out this year. If you would
like a hard copy of the handbook
please contact my constituency
office.

I got my first shot from nurse Dana Ross on January 25. Vaccination rates have stalled
in some regions. I’m urging every eligible person to be vaccinated. The new variants
are showing their potential for serious illness among people of all ages. Getting the
vaccine isn’t just about protecting yourself, it’s a duty to the community that’s necessary
to wipe out this terrible illness. The more people get vaccinated, the sooner restrictions
on activities will loosen.

For quick answers to questions,
contact the Seniors Information
Line at 920 7444 or
1 800 661 0878.

Your Input is Important

Julie Green, MLA Yellowknife Centre

Craig Yeo, Constituency Assistant

www.yellowknifecentre.ca

Office: (867) 767-9143 ext. 12113
Fax: (867) 873-0276
Email: julie_green@ntassembly.ca

Office: (867) 767-9143 ext. 12113
Fax:
(867) 873-0276
Email: craig_yeo@ntassembly.ca

www.facebook.com/juliegreenMLA
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Twitter: @juliegreenMLA

